Learning of a particularly difficult olfactory-discrimination (OD) training paradigm results in acquisition of rule learning, manifested in a dramatic enhancement of learning capability. OD rule learning is accompanied by a series of profound physiological and morphological modifications in piriform cortex (PC) pyramidal neurons. In particular, intrinsic neuronal excitability is increased (for review, see Saar and Barkai 2003) , synaptic transmission is enhanced (Saar et al. 1999 (Saar et al. , 2002 , and the number of dendritic spines is increased (Knafo et al. 2001) . Such OD learning-related modifications are spread throughout the neuronal ensemble (Saar et al. 1999; Knafo et al. 2001) . Complex OD learning-induced cellular modifications are not confined to the piriform cortex. OD learning is also accompanied by long-term enhancement of synaptic transmission of the descending pathway to the piriform cortex from the orbitofrontal cortex and the ascending input to the pirifom cortex from the olfactory bulb (OB) (Cohen et al. 2008) .
Olfactory learning-related activity (Martin et al. 2007; Kay and Beshel 2010) and experience-induced plasticity has been shown to occur also within the OB (Wilson and Sullivan 1994; Fletcher and Wilson 2003) . The olfactory bulb has been suggested to have a specific role in enhancing olfactory discrimination and learning (Shimshek et al. 2005) . Learning-induced changes within the piriform cortex seem to not only modify the responses of the cortical neuron directly but also, via the extensive cortical feedback to the olfactory bulb (Haberly and Price 1978) , to shape subsequent mitral and tufted cell response patterns (Murphy et al. 1999; Ghazanfar et al. 2001) . Olfactory learning has been shown to modulate the activity in the OB in a manner that suggests that the PC-OB connectivity has been modified (Ravel et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2004 Martin et al. , 2006 . Piriform cortex excitatory synaptic inputs into the olfactory bulb terminate upon inhibitory interneurons (Migliore et al. 2010) , particularly on granule cells (Gao and Strowbridge 2009) . These synaptic inputs can be potentiated by stimulating the cortical feedback connections (Gao and Strowbridge 2009) . We have previously reported that following OD learning, the predisposition to induce long-term potentiation (LTP) in the anaesthetized animal by stimulating the ascending pathway from the OB to PC is reduced. These results are in accordance with our previous reported data that also in vitro, OD reduced the ability to induce LTP and increased the predisposition to induce long-term depression (LTD) in the PC (Lebel et al. 2001) .
Interestingly, olfactory learning was also shown to affect the survival of newly generated inhibitory neurons in the adult OB (Mouret et al. 2008; Lazarini and Lledo 2011) . Such new born neurons are GABAergic neurons of the granule cell layer (Gheusi et al. 2000) . Excitatory synaptic connections onto these adult born granule cells can be potentiated shortly after their arrival to the bulb (Nissant et al. 2009 ).
Here we examine whether OD learning affects the ability to induce long-lasting modulation in the strength of connectivity between the piriform cortex and the olfactory bulb and modifies the susceptibility for activity-dependent synaptic plasticity in this descending pathway.
Age-matched young adult Sprague Dawley male rats (6 -8 wk of age) were used. Before training, they were maintained on a 23.5 h water-deprivation schedule, with food available ad libitum. OD training protocol was performed with commercial odors that are used regularly in the cosmetics and food industry. Olfactory training consisted of 20 trials per day for each rat as described previously (Saar et al. 1999) . Briefly, in each trial, the rat had to choose between two odors (positive and negative cues) presented simultaneously. Rats designated to the trained group were rewarded after choosing the positive cue. The criterion for learning was at least 80% positive cue choices in the last 10 trials of a training day. Rats in the pseudotrained group were rewarded in a random manner in 50% of the trials, regardless of the odor they chose. Rats in the naive group were water deprived but not exposed to the maze. Rats were trained to discriminate between two pairs of odors to confirm that rule learning was achieved. As described previously (Saar et al. 1999) , rats indeed learned the second pair of odors much faster than the first pair (7-8 d of training for the first pair and 1-2 d for the second pair). In vivo recordings were performed 3 d after training completion, when most cellular modifications are present (Saar et al. 1999 (Saar et al. , 2002 Knafo et al. 2001) . All experiments were done blind; the identity of the rat from which neurons were recorded (naive, trained, or pseudotrained) was not known to the person conducting the experiments and measurements.
Rats were anesthetized (with 40% urethane, 5% chloral hydrate in saline, and 0.5 mL/100 g, i.p.) and placed in a stereotaxic frame with body temperature maintained at 37 + 0.5˚C.
The procedure was performed in strict accordance with the Haifa University regulations and guidelines of the National Institutes of Health.
A recording microelectrode (glass, tip diameter of 2-5 mm, filled with 2 M NaCl, resistance of 1 -4 MV) was slowly lowered into the left OB (8.2-8.5 mm anterior to bregma; 1.5 mm lateral; 4 mm below the surface of the bulb).
For stimulating, a bipolar 125-mm stimulating electrode was implanted in the anterior PC. Electrode position was 3.7 mm anterior to bregma, 3.4-3.5 mm lateral, and 5.2 mm below the pial surface (Fig. 1) . Evoked responses were digitized (10 kHz) and analyzed using the Cambridge Electronic Design 1401+ and its Spike 4 software. Off-line measurements were made of the amplitude of field post-synaptic potential (fPSP) using the average of five successive responses to a given stimulation intensity. Test stimuli (monopolar pulses, 100-msec duration) were delivered at 0.1 Hz. After positioning the electrodes, the rats were left for 30 min before commencing the experiment.
Input-output (I-O) functions for stimulus intensity vs. fPSP magnitude were recorded in response to increasing intensities of stimulation from 0.3 to 1 mA applied at 0.1 Hz. I-O curves were constructed by using the average of five successive responses to a given stimulation intensity vs. the entire range of intensities sampled. Only those experiments having stable baselines and stable I-O curves over multiple trials were included in the analysis.
LTP was induced by applying theta burst stimulation (TBS) to the anterior piriform cortex (APC) (three sets of 10 trains; each train consisted of 10 pulses at 100 Hz; intertrain interval, 200 msec; interest interval, 1 min). Field potentials were recorded from the OB for 60 min after the TBS to the APC. LTP was measured as an increase in fPSP amplitude. LTP was applied at stimulus intensity that evoked a fPSP with an amplitude of 1 mV.
After the electrophysiological testing, marking lesions were made by passing anodal currents (10 mA for 3 sec; 10 mA for 2 min) through the recording electrode located in the OB. The rats' brains were removed, post-fixed for three nights in formaldehyde (10%), and sectioned (120 mm) on a sledge microtome. The sections were then mounted on gelatin-coated slides, stained with cresyl violet, dehydrated, and cover-slipped. Following this procedure, the electrode tract and lesion locations were identifiable under a light microscope. The location of the recording in the OB is shown in Figure 1 .
For all the electrophysiological measurements, a betweengroups comparison was done using one-way ANOVA for the three groups (naive, trained, and pseudotrained), and post-hoc multiple t-tests were then applied to compare between each two groups (trained, pseudotrained, and naive).
We first examined the responses to stimulations applied to the PC at different vertical positions of the recording electrode (Fig. 1) . As the responses in the OB to stimulation of the lateral olfactory tract are well documented (Stripling and Galupo 2008) , we used these responses to determine whether the recording electrode is positioned to record synaptic responses in the granule cell layer. We found a typical mono synaptic response with a delay of 4.5-5.5 msec, with amplitude increasing gradually with the recording electrode nearing the cell bodies layer (Fig. 1) .
We showed previously that the strength of the ascending synaptic pathway between the OB and the PC is enhanced after learning (Cohen et al. 2008) . We thus examined whether such enhancement is reciprocated by similar learning-induced modifications in the descending synaptic connections between these two structures. Input-output functions for stimulus intensities vs. fPSP amplitudes were obtained by recording the responses to a range of increasing intensities of stimulation in rats taken from the three groups (naive, pseudotrained, and trained). The amplitude of the field potential increased linearly with the increase in stimulus intensity in the three groups ( Fig. 2A) . The averaged amplitudes in the trained groups were similar to those recorded in the two control groups (Fig. 2B) . These data support the hypothesis that basal synaptic connectivity between the OFC and the APC is not modified after learning.
Following OD learning the predisposition for LTP is reduced in the ascending OB-PC pathway (Cohen et al. 2008) , as well as in the association fibers interconnecting the pyramidal neurons within the PC (Lebel et al. 2001; Quinlan et al. 2004 ). Here we examined whether a similar effect occurs also in the descending PC-OB pathway. The stimulus intensity was adjusted to evoke a fPSP with an amplitude of 1 mV. Subsequently, repetitive theta burst stimulation was applied. Interestingly, such stimulation induced LTP in trained rats with a significantly (P , 0.05) higher averaged amplitude (42.1 + 6.95%, n ¼ 7) than in naive (21.0 + 1.5%, n ¼ 9) and pseudotrained rats (24.5 + 3.9%, n ¼ 6) rats (Fig. 3A,B) .
Experience-dependent regulation of synaptic strength has long been hypothesized to be the physiological basis of learning and memory. Accordingly, an increase in synaptic strength accompanies learning in vivo (Rogan et al. 1997; Cohen et al. 2008 ) and persists in brain slices (McKernan and ShinnickGallagher 1997; Power et al. 1997; Rioult-Pedotti et al. 1998; Saar et al. 2002) . Learning-induced potentiation of synaptic strength is accompanied by an increase in the threshold for further synaptic enhancements (Rioult-Pedotti et al. 2000; Brun et al. 2001; Lebel et al. 2001 ). Here we show that OD learning is accompanied by enhanced predisposition for LTP induction in the centrifugal synaptic inputs from the piriform cortex to the olfactory bulb. Thus, reciprocal bulb-cortical connections undergo unique long-term modifications after learning. Although the ascending connections are strengthened by learning to point where they cannot be further potentiated (Cohen et al. 2008) , the descending connections show the same response to low frequency stimulation and are more prone to be strengthened by intense activity.
Such a unique effect of learning, namely enhancing the predisposition to induce LTP, could result from the process generation of new granule cells located in the olfactory bulb. These granule cells, the primary target of monosynaptic inputs from the PC (Migliore et al. 2010) , may be potentiated by stimulating the ascending inputs from the PC (Gao and Strowbridge 2009 ). In particular, synaptic inputs into new born neurons are transiently more readily potentiated. As olfactory learning increases the survival of new born neuron at a particular time window (Mouret et al. 2008) , learning-induced increased predisposition for LTP induction in the PC-OB pathway may be the result of such readiness for potentiation synaptic connections.
The olfactory bulb has been suggested to have a role in olfactory discrimination and learning (Shimshek et al. 2005) . Our data suggest that learning-induced cellular modifications are not only intrinsic to the olfactory bulb, but may also be shaped by descending synaptic inputs from the piriform cortex. Thus, olfactory learning is not simply divided between different stations of the olfactory pathways, but requires a combined and correlated activation of the different brain regions, such as the olfactory bulb, the piriform cortex, and the orbitofrontal cortex (Cohen et al. 2008) . 
